Animal Motor Works
The official onsite vendor for the 2018 Spaceport America Cup

If you need it, we probably have it
- Rocket Motors
- Chemicals for making motors
- Electronics
- Recovery – Chutes & Kevlar Cord
- Repair Parts
- Ejection Powder
- Motor and ejection charge initiators
- Hardware, including forged eye bolts
- Adhesives and Resins
- Plus COOL AMW Hats and T-Shirts

We have the largest in-stock selection of CTI motors and hardware.

Gloria and Robert from Animal Motor Works

Robert and Gloria have supported the High Power Rocketry community for years as owners of Animal Motor Works. They are both experts in EXTREME rocketry and are certified L3 rocketeers.

CONTACT US IF YOU NEED ANYTHING
www.amwprox.com
603-566-2904
info@amwprox.com